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ABSTRACT 

Filtering out and replying automatically to emails are of interest to many but is 

hard due to the complexity of the language and to dependencies of background 

information that is not present in the email itself.  

This paper investigates whether Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) combined 

with Random Forest classifier can be used for the more general email 

classification task and how it compares to other existing email classifiers. The 

comparison is based on the literature study and on the empirical 

experimentation using two real-life datasets. Firstly, a literature study is 

performed to gain insight of the accuracy of other available email classifiers. 

Secondly, proposed model’s accuracy is explored with experimentation. 

The literature study shows that the accuracy of more general email classifiers 

differs greatly on different user sets. The proposed model accuracy is within the 

reported accuracy range, however in the lower part. It indicates that the 

proposed model performs poorly compared to other classifiers. On average, the 

classifier performance improves 15 percentage points with additional 

information. This indicates that Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) combined 

with Random Forest classifier is promising, however future studies are needed 

to explore the model and ways to further increase the accuracy. 

Keywords: Email mining, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Random Forest 

classification 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"Email is overloaded, providing inadequate support for certain tasks it is 

routinely used to accomplish" (Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001).  

The Washington Post writes that on average a person spends 4.1 hours checking 

work email each day (Dewey 2017). Even more, business owners, client support 

workers, teachers and others whose daily tasks include providing information 

and resolving any emerging problem to a big group of people, may find them 

overwhelmed by the number of the emails that need to be read and responded. 

According to the CEO of the Aktsimaailm OÜ (2017), an email classification and 

recommendation tool would be accepted with open hands, if it would indeed 

help to save time and minimise the number of emails that need to be answered. 

He is already using a spam filter on his email box that saves his time and has 

looked into various available email auto response systems, which could ease his 

workload. However, the current auto response systems do not allow enough 

customisation for his specific needs. The solution for him and for others who 

require a bit more advanced email auto response system lies in the email-

mining field. 

Email mining applies data mining techniques to emails and has achieved 

"remarkable progress in both research and practice "(G. Tang, Pei, and Luk,

2013). 

This thesis uses combination of two data mining techniques (LDA and Random 

Forest) as an email classifier and observes how they perform on the more 

general classifying task. The real-life datasets are gathered for the accuracy 

performance testing and the Random Forest classifiers combined with LDA is 

compared to other existing email classifiers in the discussion section. 
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The motivation for creating an alternative classification tool is to focus on real-

life usages. The goal is to create a classification tool, which can be used as a base 

for an automated email response system in the future. 

This paper is divided into eight parts: firstly, the introduction (this section) is 

given; secondly, the background of the email mining and related work is 

described; thirdly, the problem definition is given; followed by selected 

methods; and lastly, the results are discussed, and the conclusions drawn. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

This section gives a brief overview of the requirements for the  automated email 

response system and automated data gathering. The email-mining field and the 

selected techniques in this study are Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Random 

Forest classification. 

2.1. The Requirements for the Automated Email Response System. 

This thesis explores an email classifier that could be used for an automated 

email response system in the future work. However, what should one expect 

from one? 

An automated email system should be automatic, suitable for individual needs, 

useful for the user and easy to implement to ensure that the user group does not 

target only researchers, but as well non-specialists. Ducheneaut and Bellotti 

have observed that as much as 60% of their interviewed users do not even use 

the email filtering systems because they "haven’t figured out how to "(2001). 

The autoresponder system needs to be useful, and it would be if it would be 

capable of mimicking user's email response behaviour. It has been observed that 

simple filtering systems do not work with cases, where users need to make 

complex decisions (Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001). Often, the email responses 

depend on the information outside of the email content that is known to user. 

Therefore, the email classifier should enable an additional information add-on. 

In total, the requirements for the automation can be defined: 

1. The system needs to be automatic, or semi-automatic and requires minimal 

maintenance. 

2. The system needs to mimic user response behaviour. 
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3. The system needs to enable for the user to define a training set. 

4. The system needs to enable for the user to define the additional information 

set. 

5. The system needs to enable for the user to define the appropriate response 

set. 

6. Based on the defined training set, on the additional information set and the 

appropriate response set the system needs to be able to learn the user's 

response behaviour. 

7. After the successful training phase, the system should be able to reply some of 

the emails as if the user would have. 

8. If the system is uncertain of the response type, the emails should be 

redirected to the user. 

9. The system should allow easy implementation suitable for non-specialist. 

The first step to create such system would be the task to select an appropriate 

email classifier. 

2.2. Automatic Data Collection and the Data Presentation 

Classifiers often come with restrictions of how the data needs to be represented. 

Those restrictions must be compatible with automatic prior pre-processing and 

data gathering. The prior pre-processing step uses some feature selection 

method. This method must ensure that the relevant data is presented to the 

classifier and no crucial information is lost. Otherwise, the classifier could not 

"learn" from the user response behaviour. As well, the featured data should be 

minimal as possible (Brutlag and Meek, 2000). 
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2.3. Email Mining 

Email mining means using the machine learning techniques on the email 

domain. The five major areas in the email mining are spam detection, email 

categorisation, contact analysis, Email network property analysis and email 

visualisation.  

This thesis focuses on the email categorisation, known as well as email filing. It 

is the task of categorising emails into various classes, and the research area is 

mainly motivated to find a tool that "can save people’s effort in organising and 

finding emails"(G. Tang, Pei, and Luk, 2013). 

In general, email filing is done in two steps: 

 1) Selecting the relevant features of the emails. 
 2) Applying the learned classifier algorithm to the emails feature 
vector. 

Selecting the features of email starts with selecting which parts of the email are 

analysed. For example, the body, header, graphical elements or all the elements 

can be analysed using various methods. For the text elements, methods such as 

the bag of words presentation with or without some modification, using 

document frequency, Information gain or Chi-square can be used. For the 

graphical elements, features such as the fraction of the image occupied text, the 

colour saturation, the colour heterogeneity can be retrieved using image 

analyses tools (Blanzieri and Brul 2008, Zhang 2004). 
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2.4. Related Work 

There are various papers on automatic email classification systems that use 

various methods like: 

●Quinlan's ID3 (Boone, 1998) 
● A TF-IDF style classifier (Segal and Kephart, 1999) (Boone, 1998) 
●Naive Bayes (Rennie, 1999) 
● Support Vector Machines and unigram language models (Brutlag and Meek, 

2000) 
● Filtering rules (Pazzani, 2000) 
● Learning rules (Cohen, 1996) 
● Co-trained Support Vector Machines (Kiritchenko and Matwin, 2001) 
● Inductive logic programming (Crawford, Kay, and McCreath, 2002) 

The accuracy of related works. Most of the two-category spam filtering 

classifiers (Pazzani, 2002)(Kiritchenko and Matwin, 2001) (Boone, 1998) 

(Cohen, 1996) show a high accuracy level between 80% and 98%. However, the 

classifiers that classify emails into more general task classes (Segal and Kephart, 

1999) (Rennie, 1999) (Brutlag and Meek, 2000)(Crawford, Kay, and McCreath, 

2002) perform poorer. Accuracy range from 41,3% to 97%(Crawford, Kay, and 

McCreath, 2002) have been reported for more general multi-email classifiers. 

Additionally, Kay, Crawford, McCreath (2002) and Rennie (1999) have 

observed that there is no clear "classifier winner" with the more general 

classification task and the different classifiers are the top classifiers for different 

users. 

The email feature selection. Approximately 20 years ago, Boone (1998) showed 

the concept-based features approach is better than the term frequency –inverse 

document frequency (tf-idf). Further, ten years later István, Szabó and Benczúr 

(2008) investigated various feature sets in their paper "Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation in Web Spam Filtering". They proposed an alternative method for 

supervised web spam classification that uses modified Latent Dirichlet 

allocation and tested with the Web Spam Challenge public features (2008). The 

important findings were that LDA-based implementation works "surprisingly 
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well" as a classification method and adding LDA feature-sets improves the 

classifier accuracy (Table 1).

2.5. Random Forest Classification 

Random Forest classification method is supervised learning technique. The 

Random Forest uses multiple randomly generated decision trees to vote the 

most suitable class for a subject (Breiman, 2001). The decision trees are 

generated using random parameters from the learning set with the assigned 

class to build a Random Forest. 

The decision trees are the way of representing acquired knowledge and most 

commonly explained by Quinlan's good-golf-conditions example (Quinlan,

1986). Figure 1 shows the training set for the weather conditions to play the golf 

and figure 2 shows the generated decision tree. With this technique, one can 

even predict using the unseen combination of parameters. Further, when using 

a multiple number of parameters, a decision tree can overfit. It means that the 

random error and noise would be relevant parameters resulting incorrect 

prediction. The Random Forest removes the overfitting issue (Hastie, 

Tibshirani, and Friedman 2013, 596). 

Combined with an automatic data collection, this technique can be used for 

automatic prediction making, as shown in the study on optimising engine 

control on fuel consumption and roll amplitude in ocean-going vessels (Mellin, 

2015). 

Table 1: Feature-set measurements (István, Szabó and Benczúr, 2008)
Classifier C4.5 Bayes-Net

Feature-set Recall F-measure Recall F-measure
LDA 39,3 % 68,2 % 31,9 % 81,9 %
Pivoted tf.idf 65,1 % 82,3 % 59,3 % 74,8 %
Pivoted tf.idf+LDA 69,1 % 88,5 % 69,9 % 93,7 %
Public 23,3 % 66,9 % 23,3 % 72,1 %
Public+LDA 36,2 % 73,8 % 30,9 % 93,7 %
LDA+public+pivoted tf.idf 54,2 % 87,2 % 53,7 % 88,9 %
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Figure 1. A training set example taken from Quinlan's paper "Induction of 

Decision Trees" (Quinlan, 1986) 

Figure 2. A Decision tree example taken from Quinlan's paper "Induction of 

Decision Trees" (Quinlan 1986) 
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2.6. Topic Models and Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

Topic modelling, known as well as probabilistic topic modelling, is the idea of 

"documents are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution 

over words" (Steyvers and Griffiths, 2007). It uses statistical means to generate 

topics based on the given text (emails content). The given text is seen as "bag of 

words" that looks at the number of times the words are present in the text. 

There are several topic models such as LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) and its 

child PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis) and CTM (Correlated Topic 

Model) and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation). 

This study uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) that have been already used 

successfully for a classification task (István, Szabó and Benczúr, 2008). LDA is 

proposed by Blei, Ng and Jordan (2003). Blei himself describes the model as a 

statistical model of document collections that try to capture the intuition of 

documents exhibit multiple topics. 

The probabilistic nature of LDA is suitable for short text data (Chen, Yao, and 

Yang 2016). It can relieve the hidden relationships within a topic that 

compensates for insufficient word co-occurrence for a good similarity measure, 

while other techniques, such as Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines require 

sufficient word co-occurrence and shared context. 

A simplified generative process is as follows: 

1.  Define k topics, select the hyper parameters 

2. Randomly assign each word w to one of the topics k 

3. For iteration i (i is based on the perplexity and the selected threshold) 

3.1. For each document 

3.1.1. For each word w 

3.1.1.1. Using Gibbs sampling calculate and update the 

topic assignment for each word wi 
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The model creates a fixed vocabulary, where the words of vocabulary have 

topic(s) probability assigned to them (more than one topic can be assigned) that 

relates to each document's topic probability distribution (Table 2). 

2.7. The Proposed model 

The proposed model is a classifier that uses Random Forest method with Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation featuring set and user-defined additional information to 

predict the email labels. 

Figure 3. Creating the model 

The proposed model is created using an automated controller that uses open 

source Latent Dirichlet Allocation and the Random Forest libraries to build LDA 

and Random Forest models as shown in Figure 3. 

Firstly, the user selects the desired outcome labels and gives a set of example 

emails. Secondly, those emails are cleaned and turned into "box of words" 

Table 2. Fictional example of topics probabilities

Genetics Evolution Disease Computer

Document 1 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2

Document 2 0.00001 0.0001 0.9999 0.00001
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presentation (Pre-processing). Thirdly, the LDA model is created, and the topic-

words vocabulary is defined. Afterwards, the corresponding topic-probabilities 

are found for each email (selected features of the email). For simplicity, this step 

is named as the email "fingerprinting". If there is an additional information set 

given, then the fingerprinting includes uniting the additional relevant 

information set with LDA set. 

The prediction process is shown in Figure 4. Firstly, an email is cleaned and pre-

processed, then using created LDA model; the controller accesses the topic-

words vocabulary to receive the topic probability distribution for the email to 

perform the fingerprinting step. Afterwards, the fingerprint of the email is used 

to make a label prediction request for the existing random forest model. As a 

result, the controller works as a fully automated model builder suited for the 

experiment. 

Figure 4. Using the model  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3. THE PROBLEM DEFINITION 

This section argues why and what is the purpose and motivations of this thesis, 

what benefits are received, and which guidelines are followed in ethics and 

sustainability. 

Purpose. The purpose of this work is to evaluate the proposed classification 

system that uses "fingerprinting" data representation in a fixed experimental 

setup using real-world user emails and its divided into following steps: 

The "fingerprinting" data representation is email feature selecting method that 

uses LDA, similar the one used in István, Szabó and Benczúr paper (2008). 

They experimented on the UK2007-WEBSPAM corpus. This thesis observes 

how LDA featuring method works with general user-defined labels, and analysis 

if the classifier could be used in the future for an automatic email response 

system. 

Motivation. The motivation to propose a new classifier is the struggles of the 

current classifiers with action related email-classifying tasks (the more general 

classification task). The use of LDA feature-set is the intuition that the topics 

should correlate rather well with the user's labels. 

The Scope. The scope of the study is limited to only one type of Random Forest 

selection and email feature selection method (LDA). 

The Research Question. The research questions are: 

"How well the LDA fingerprinting representation performs with Random 

Forest classifier on different real-life user email sets?", "How does the number 

of topics used relate to the outcome?", "How the classifier compares to other 

classifiers?", "How does the user-defined additional information affects the 

classifier accuracy?" 
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Hypothesis. This paper explores the following hypothesis: 

H1: "The email LDA fingerprint model presentation with Random Forest 

classifier performance improves when increasing the topic number k." 

H2: "The classifier accuracy is same or better than other email classifiers." 

H3: "The classifier performance improves when adding additional information". 

Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability. New user email datasets and the 

information on the outcome of combining the LDA and Random Forest are the 

benefits and contributions to the field. 

Furthermore, this thesis provides an automated system, which can be partially 

or fully reused in the future studies. 

The sustainability of the code is achieved using object-oriented programming 

and the usages of sophisticated libraries, which provides other machine learning 

classifiers. Such set up allows exploring other classifiers and emails labels in the 

future with same or new datasets and labels. 

This thesis is done for with the best of knowledge and is following the Software 

Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice (The Association for 

Computing Machinery, Inc. 2017): 

1.06. Be fair and avoid deception in all statements, particularly public ones, 

concerning software or related documents, methods and tools. 

2.04. Ensure that any document upon which they rely has been approved, when 

required, by someone authorised to approve it. 

2.05. Keep private any confidential information gained in their professional 

work, where such confidentiality is consistent with the public interest and 

consistent with the law. 

7.08. In situations outside of their areas of competence, call upon the opinions 

of other professionals who have competence in that area. 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4. METHODS 

This section presents the chosen methods for the thesis. 

4.1. General 

The study experiments with LDA and Random Forest classifier. Using the same 

measures in fixed set up allows to compare the results with other similar 

research papers and to determine if there is performance gain when using 

additional information set. 

4.2. Data Handling 

Data Collection. The experiment is a collaboration with one of the potential 

model user who is a small business owner (user 1) and with a Senior Lecturer in 

Informatics (user 2). Both users provide their personal emails. Furthermore, 

their expertise will be used for selecting the interesting, useful labels and the 

relevant additional information. 

The confidentiality of the data is assumed to be high. All the emails are seen 

confidential unless the email user states otherwise. This means, that the data is 

not distributed to any 3rd party without written permission. 

The gathered raw data are accepted in standard email form (the MIME RFC 822 

standard format) and the document file format (plain text). However, all the 

data are pre-processed to the document file format before the experiment. 

Data Pre-processing. The used LDA makes the bag-of-words assumption, 

meaning that the emails need to be presented as a list of words to the model. 

Before the bagging, the data needs to be cleaned (J. Tang et al. 2005).  
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Cleaning process. The text is segmented into words and all the semantic 

structure is removed from the text. Further, using the nltk.stem.wordnet 

module (Bird S, 2017), the words are normalized, and the lemmas of the words 

are received. From the lemmas, the stopwords are removed. The stop words are 

taken from nltk.corpus (nltk,2017). 

4.3. The Variables, Treatments, Objects and Subject 

4.3.1. The Variables 

The Factors used in this Study. The factors that are variables in this study are 

the emails, email partitioning and the number of the topics. The other factors, 

such as the selected libraries, the additional information set, and the spam 

email set are fixed. 

Why emails are variables? Supervised learning always depends highly on the 

training set; therefore, at least 2 different user sets are used. Desirable would be 

to have even more. 

Why dataset partitions are variables? The outcome can be different due 

dataset partitioning. Therefore, all the emails are divided differently into 10 

different training-testing sets, so the outcome would not depend on the dataset 

partitioning. 

Why number of topics is variables? Different metrics provide different optimal 

number topics (Nikita, 2016). Therefore, a range of 10 up till 90 LDA topic is 

used to dummy proof the experiment. 

Why additional information is a variable? The more general task often 

depends on other outside information that varies per user to user, therefore, 

each email user will receive its personal set of additional information. The 

outcome is going to be affected by additional information, and it is interesting to 

see how the user-defined additional information affects the outcome of the 

classifier. 
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Why selected libraries are fixed? Various libraries providing methods for 

building Random Forest and LDA model can slightly differ from each other. 

However, the difference is rather narrow. Therefore, for the scope reasons, only 

1 type of LDA and Random Forest implementation is used. 

Why selection of additional information for the user is fixed? The additional 

information affects the outcome of the model, however since the additional 

information is received from the user itself, it is limited. 

Why the added spam email dataset is fixed? The spam email consists of 1 

datasets, because the main interest lies in the difference between the user sets, 

and in the effect of the treatment 2. 

4.3.2. Treatments, Objects and Subject 

The Control. The control group is the dataset without added spam emails. 

The Trials. The trials used in the study are the seeds: 10, 20, 30, 40, 

50,60,70,80,90. 

The Base of the Study. The control group works as the base of the study. The 

base is partitioned into ten different ways and for each partitioned set, a model 

is built using different topics. The model measures are received using the email 

testing set from the partitioning part. The seeds are seen as trials for each built 

model. 

• In total: 10 (partition) x 9 (topics) x 9 (seeds) x 2 (email providers) = 1620 

models 

Treatment 1. Treatment 1 means adding the spam emails to the base and 

rebuilding all the prediction models, followed by the email-testing phase.  

• In total: 10 (partition) x 9 (topics) x 9 (seeds) x 2 (email providers) = 1620 

models 

Treatment 2. Treatment 2 includes adding the spam emails to the control group 

and uniting the LDA feature email sets in the fingerprinting step for rebuilding 

all the models, followed by the email-testing phase. 
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• In total: 10 (partition) x 9 (topics) x 9 (seeds) x 2 (email providers) = 1620 

models 

4.4. The Evaluation and the Measurements 

"Different evaluation measures assess different characteristics of machine 

learning algorithms" (Sokolova and Lapalme, 2009).  

Commonly accepted evaluation for the classifier is to build confusion matrix 

(Sokolova, Japkowicz, and Szpakowicz, 2006). It allows to extract the true 

positives (TP), false negatives (FN, the type II error, miss), true negatives (TN) 

and false positives (FP, the type I error, false alarm) values and to calculate 

other measures  (Appendix J). 

For the analysis methods such as the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and the 

boxplots are used. 

4.5. The Experiments Objectives 

The experiment is divided into 6 steps and the objectives of those steps are: 

1. Data collecting and labelling 

2. Emails separation into testing set and learning set 

3. The combined model controller creation 

4. The models’ testing using the test sets and defined measures 

5. The models’ evaluation using the results 
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5. THE VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 

This section describes the most relevant validity threats for the work. More 

complete of list of threats is given in Appendix A. 

The most crucial validity threat is the lack of the user sets. Various related work 

has observed the model performance dependency on the user set. This means 

that for general conclusions a sufficient number of user sets is needed. However, 

even with small amount user sets, the work is still useful. One needs to keep in 

mind, that general conclusion cannot be made, and treat all the results in the 

form of indication. 

The second relevant validity threat is the error rate. This work uses various 

measures and applies numerous time statistical methods with confidence 

interval of 95%. This means, what more measures and tests are made, the more 

is likely that one of the measures might produce an error due standard 

deviation. For mitigation, in case of suspicious measure results, a deeper 

analysis is needed. For example, if it is noticed that the median varies between 

the groups, the deeper analysis could be analysing the mean, looking the other 

measures, and even examining the sets independently between the treatments. 
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6. RESULTS 

This section describes the results of the experiment and other observations. 

6.1. Gathered Data 

In total 897 emails have been gathered. However, six emails are removed prior 

to the experiments due to the complications with the special symbols, due 

inappropriate (.msg) format and due to broken content. The emails were 

gathered both in a text file and in standard mail format, however prior to the 

experiment converted to text files. 

6.1.1.User 1 emails 

Format: .eml Number of emails: 724 Removed: 2 

Language: English (157 emails of 724), Swedish, Russia, Estonian  

Labels: "Product Information", "Assistance", "Other", "Not English" 

The "Product Information" email set consists of 68 emails, where the clients or 

future clients wish to have more information about the available modules (price, 

version support, the future updates, etc.). 

The "Technical Assistance" email set consists of 73 emails, where the client 

request the assistance with the module installation, reports about the bug or 

another problem that occurred while using user 1 products. 

The "Other" email set consists of 16 emails and are all the emails that are in 

English but does not suit in the categories above. The content varies from 

Google commercial (spam) up to the request of developing various products. 
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The "Not English"  email set consists of 565 emails and the emails are not in 1

English. The content does cover all the subjects of other labels but in a different 

language. 

6.1.2.User 2 emails 

Format: .txt  Number of emails: 173  Removed: 4 

Language: English 

Labels: "Interesting", "Uninteresting", "Job", "Submit", "PhD Education" 

The "Interesting" email set consists of 43 emails, where the emails give 

information about various workshops, conferences, symposiums and journals 

and request for the relevant theme research paper submissions. 

The "Uninteresting" email set consists of 101 emails, where the emails give 

information about various workshops, conferences, symposiums and journals 

and request for the relevant theme research paper submissions. 

The "Job" email set consists of 23 emails that announce various job 

opportunities to work as assistant/associate professor or as a postdoctoral 

researcher at various universities all over the World. 

The "Submit" email set consists of 5 emails, where 2 of the emails are health and 

AI related conference information; two emails are about knowledge discovery 

related emails, and the last emails are about simulation related conference. 

The "PhD Education" consists of 4 emails that announce a PhD workshop, a 

summer course and a schooling opportunity, and as well provides information 

PhD symposium. 

 label was not chosen by the user itself, but added for the experimental purpose, that 1

is to minimise the language effect in the training part and to achieve the labels that 

could be compared to other labels in the same language.
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6.1.3. Spam 

The spam email is gathered from CSDMC2010 SPAM corpus. In total 2000 

emails were randomly selected using simple shell script from the training folder. 

6.1.4. Additional Information 

The users themselves select the additional information. User 1 uses the client 

status as additional information and has provided a list of his client's emails. 

With the help of this list, an additional information list is created that shows if 

the email senders are clients or not. 

Emails, status 

Email_name,CLIENT 

User 2 uses a few parameters such as the location (continent, country and city), 

the event’s short name, type (workshop, conference, symposium, journal) and 

the maturity of the event (1-3 occurrence = low,4-6 occurrences = medium, 7+ 

occurrences = high). The list is created manually by examining each provided 

email and with some googling about the location of the event. All the 

parameters that miss an event type or add an alternative value other than 

presented in the list have the value "none". 

Emails, title, maturity, type, continent, country, city  

Email name, SIGSPATIAL, medium, workshop, North-America, USA, Redondo 

6.1.5. The Data division and partitioning 

The number of example label emails vary. For the smaller number of example 

label emails, the data divides into the testing set and training set arbitrarily. So 

is the partitioning. However, for the bigger sets (more than 100 emails), a 

simple shell script divides the emails into different folders randomly. 

The selected spam emails were the same in both user 1 and user 2 sets. 

The data division and partitioning varies. The dataset division variation is 

added to simulate different training email ratios between the labels. This 
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reduces the prediction dependency on the number of emails, so the model 

cannot simply predict the most likely label-class to receive good results, because 

there are some sets (set 9 and 10), which label-email ratio is artificially changed 

from the most common to least common. 

The user 1 dataset training-testing division is shown in the Appendix B, the user 

2 dataset is divided a bit more systematically: the sets from 1 up till 6 have 

50%-50% training-testing set ratio. The sets 7 and 8 have 3 testing emails for 

each label, and rest are placed into the training set. The sets 9,10 are the 

swapped sets of the 7,8 sets. 

6.2. The Base 

In General. In total, the base has 457002 email label tests. On average, the 

balanced accuracy is 57% and precision 47% (Appendix I). However, the median 

shows that the models have some difficulty with accuracy and precision (Figure 

5). 

 Figure 5. The measures grouped by users on the base dataset. 
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The median of the balanced accuracy for the user 1 is 55% and for the user 2 is 

50% in. The median for the precision is lower than 40% for both users. 

In total, the controller built 7290 (810 models x 9 different labels) confusion 

matrices with "one vs. all" approach. The "one vs. all" confusion matrices shows 

the measures for each label separately. The measures vary significantly within 

the population from 0%(0) up till 100%(1) as shown in Figure 5. Even more, 

some models perform exceptionally poorly for the label detecting task in user 2 

dataset (median of the precision is 0%), while the relatively small label set 

"Job", has surprisingly high precise measurement around 80% and the highest 

(around 65%) median balanced accuracy, while the lowest values, around 50%, 

have the "Uninteresting", the "PhD Education" and the "Product Information" 

labels (Figure 6). 

Figure 6. The balanced accuracy measure grouped by labels on the base dataset. 

The Measures between the Topics. The topics are compared to each other using 

the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Kruskal Wallis test requires to calculate 

corresponding Chi-square value on given degree of freedom. The selected 

confidence interval is 95 %. This gives value of 15.50731 for the Chi-square (Chi-

square (df  = number of sets - 1 = 8, where CI =95%) = 15.50731). The statistical 2 3

 df is shorten form of degree of freedom2

 CI is shorten form of Confidence Interval3
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values for the sets are shown in Appendix F. Comparing the values with Chi-

square, it shows that only balanced accuracy measure (20.173946) is bigger than 

Chi-square on given degree of freedom (20.173946 > 15.50731). This rejects the 

Kruskal-Wallis's null-hypothesis, which is "the sets are similar" and tells that 

the sets are different. Therefore, the group is further explored with Pearson test. 

Pearson test shows a p-value = 0.006516 with correlation coefficient of 

-0.03186186. The p-value indicates that the findings are significantly 

important , and the low correlation coefficient shows that there is a weak 4

correlation. However, when the user sets are tested separately, then the 

correlation coefficient contradicts the results: for user 1 the correlation 

coefficient is -0.13408 and for user 2 p-value the correlation coefficient is 

0.09854985 and (Figure 7). 

Figure 7. The pairwise scatter plots, on the left user 1, on the right user 2. 

The Measures between the Seeds. The seeds are compared to each other using 

the Kruskal-Wallis test and it shows that there is no difference between the seed 

sets measures (Appendix F). 

The Measures between the Sets on base. Both the box plot and the Kruskal-

Wallis tests show significant variance between the sets. The measurements vary 

both between its user's dataset (Figure 5) and between set divisions (Figure 8).  

 With high number of tests, findings are mostly significantly important4
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The best balanced accuracy has the set 1 for user 1 (63%) and set 6 (54%) for 

user 2. The median of the balanced accuracy varied from 13 pp.  for user 1 and 3 5

pp. for user 2. The sets with best balanced accuracy do not have neither least 

nor most training emails. All the measures varied as well between the sets and 

in general, the sets have low precision and high specificity measure value. There 

is one exception: user 1 set 9 has a median precision around 80%. This was 

caused because all the labels except label "Other" (0%) have high precision 

values. Label "Product Information" have even precision of 99% (Appendix D). 

This means that model misclassifies label "Other" often but is almost always 

correct when label "Product Information" is given for the email. There is 

nothing obvious in the email, but the model has picked up suitable specific topic 

layout for the "Product Information" label.  

Figure 8. The balanced accuracy between sets (U1= user 1, U2 = user 2) 

The measures between the labels. The label measures vary even more from each 

other than the measures between the sets (Figure 6). It is not only the median 

and the mean that differs, but also the 1st and 2nd quartiles in all the measures. 

The "Not English" set have the most precise prediction, with the precision of 

90%. However, occasionally the labels are missed. The "Job" label has the best-

balanced accuracy of 65%. The model had the most difficulty with detecting the 

"PhD Education" and "Submit" labels. The model did not predict correctly 

almost any of the "Submit" or "PhD Education" emails (precision and specificity 

is 0); however, the labels had high sensitive measure, which raised the balanced 

 pp. is shorten form of percentage points5
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accuracy measure. This means, that the model rarely assigns "PhD Education" 

and "Submit" label to any of the emails and the labels are under predicted. 

6.3. The Treatment 1 and 2 

In General. Both user sets show measures value increase with additional 

information (Appendix H). Additionally, the treatment 1 and treatment 2 

groups were compared with each other with the Kruskal-Wallis with Chi-square 

(df = k-1 = 1, where CI=95%) = 3.841459. The test confirms that indeed, the 

groups differ from each other (Appendix G).  

User 1 dataset. The additional Information improves the following measures 

(treatment 2): The median of balanced accuracy raises from 51,83% to 71,78%, 

(around 20 pp. increase) the median of sensitivity raises from 17,56% to 51,52%. 

The median of Specificity decreases from 99,11% to 99,08% (however, the mean 

raises from 87,65% to 94,14%), the median of NPV raises from 98,22% to 

99,23%. The median of precision raises from 47,78 % to 48,39%. The median of 

F1 raises from 32,79% to 48,68%. The median of detection rate raises from 

0,41% to 1,22%. The median of detection prevalence raises from 1,56% to 5,17%. 

Only the prevalence does not show raise. However, it is expected, since the true 

proportion of the labels is not changed between the groups. 

User 2 dataset. Treatment 2 improves following measures: The median of 

balanced accuracy raises from 54,62% to 66,47%; (around 12 pp. of increase), 

The median of sensitivity raises from 12,82% to 33,33%. The median of 

Specificity raises from 99,63% to 99,70%. The median of NPV raises from 

99,70% to 99,73%. The median of precision raises from 50,00 % to 66,67% and 

the median of F1 raises from 55,56% to 68,52%. The median of detection rate 

raises from 0,18% to 0,27%. The median of detection prevalence raises from 

0,64% to 0,82%. Only the prevalence does not show raise as expected. 

The measure value improvements are controlled on the sets separately. Most of 

the sets follow the same tendency of showing a measure improvement in the 

median and mean values. Only the set 9 does not follow the tendency. The 
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median decreases from 5,13% to 1,5% on the set 9. However, at the same time, 

the mean still increases from 21,14% to 26,3%. 

The measure values are even checked between the labels. The measures are 

following the same tendency of showing measure improvement. Figure 9 shows 

how the balance accuracy changes between treatments on labels. 

On figure 9 it is showed how the balance accuracy changed between treatments 

on labels. 

Figure 9. The balanced accuracy between treatments 

More about labels. The model has difficulty to detect user 2’s label 

"Interesting". Most commonly, for the label "Interesting" the prediction is 

"Uninteresting", and the most prediction error for the "Uninteresting" label is 

"Interesting". For the User 1 dataset, the "Spam" and "Not English" are the most 

common predictions, even for the labels such as "Product Information", and 

"Technical Assistance". Surprisingly, the "Other" is not mixed up with the 

"Spam" label, however with all the other labels (Table 3 and table 4). 
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6.4. Answering the Research Questions 

How well the LDA fingerprinting representation performs with Random 

Forest classifier on different real-life user email sets? The results show that 

there is a variation between measures when using real-life datasets. Overall, an 

average balanced accuracy of 57% is observed with precision of 40%. The model 

is struggling with user labels, which has similar words and misclassifies them, 

Table 3: The actual labels for given predictions

Predicted Label 1st 2nd 3rd

JOB JOB (48%) SPAM (39%) INTERESTING (5%)

INTERESTING UNINTERESTING (60%) INTERESTING (10%) SPAM (10%)

UNINTERESTING UNINTERESTING (67%) INTERESTING (30%) PHDEDUCATION (2%)

PHDEDUCATION UNINTERESTING (73%) INTERESTING (26%) PHDEDUCATION (0,6%)

NOT_ENG SPAM (59%) NOT_ENG (38%) TECH_ASSIST (1%)

PROD_INFO SPAM (59%) NOT_ENG (42%) PROD_INFO (7%)

OTHER NOT_ENG (84%) TECH_ASSIT (7%) PROD_INF (6%)

TECH_ASSIST SPAM (51%) NOT_ENG (32%) TECH_ASSIST (11%)

SPAM_USER1 SPAM (99%) NOT_ENG (0.05%) TECH_ASSIS (0,01%)

SPAM_USER2 SPAM (99% ) JOB (0,4%) INTERESTING (0,26%)

Table 4: The predictions for the given label

ACTUAL Label 1st 2nd 3rd

JOB JOB (57%) SPAM (41%) INTERESTING (2%)

INTERESTING UNINTERESTING (52%) INTERESTING (20%) PHDEDUCATION (19%)

UNINTERESTING UNINTERESTING (45%) INTERESTING (22%) PHDEDUCATION (20%)

PHDEDUCATION INTERESTING (41%) UNINTERESTING (22%) SUBMIT (20%)

NOT_ENG NOT_ENGLISH (59%) PROD_INFO (24%) TECH_ASSIST (12%)

PROD_INFO PROD_INFO (52%) TECH_ASSIST (23%) NOT_ENG (21%)

OTHER NOT_ENG (33%) PROD_INFO (31%) TECH_ASSIST (29%)

TECH_ASSIST TECH_ASSIST (44%) PROD_INFO (32%) NOT_ENG (21%)

SPAM_USER1 SPAM (50%) NOT_ENG (30%) PROD_INFO (14%)

SPAM_USER2 SPAM (99%) JOB (0,4%) INTERESTING (0,2%)
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however the prediction accuracy is better between label emails, which have 

more different word usages.  

For example, the labels "Interesting" and "Uninteresting" are both emails about 

different conferences with similar layout, style and phrasing. The key difference 

is that some conferences are "Interesting" for user 2, while others are not. As 

well, there is no rule of a thumb, which emails are "Interesting", but the decision 

depends on various parameters, such as the content of the conference, the 

maturity and the location. While the "Job" emails, which do differentiate from 

the rest of emails ("Job" emails have phrases such as "suitable candidate", 

"minimum requirements", while other emails do not have those phrases), are 

most of the times correctly predicted.  

For user 1, the emails are rather short, usually only 3-4 sentence long. All the 

emails are about different modules and the labelling depends, if the users have 

problem with the model and need help or wish to have more information. This 

means, that the user emails differentiate from the "Spam" emails, because all 

the user-selected emails, are short and concrete with more unique and specific 

words selection than "Spam" emails. For example, phrase "shipping module" 

can be found regularly on the "Product Information", "Technical Assistance" 

emails, but not in the "Spam" emails. The results show that the classifier could 

separate the "Spam" from the user defined labels, however the user defined 

labels are not well differentiated.  

This suggests that the model can predict the labels for emails, which contents 

are obviously different, but struggles if some semantic understanding of the text 

is needed for the classification task. The content overlapping is one of the 

challenge that the classifier has not overcome yet, especially, if the document 

has noticeable similar word selection.  

How does the number of topics used relate to the outcome? There is a small 

balanced accuracy median difference between the topic groups (confirmed by 

the Kruskal-Wallis tests), however the Pearson test results contradicts. For user 

1 the correlation coefficient is negative, while for user 2 the correlation 

coefficient is positive. Additionally, the coefficients values are extremely low, 
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which indicates that there is no linear relationship between the number of 

topics and balanced accuracy. 

The best performer was the model with 20 topics based on the median value. 

That is 4 or 5 times of the labels. Additionally, it is noticed that the model slows 

down with more number of topics, therefore, fewer number of topics is 

recommended to use.  

How the classifier compares to other classifiers? This work received similar 

precision value (30%) with lower F1 value (lower more than 40 pp.) compared 

to István, Szabó and Benczúr (2008) experiment that used similar model. 

However, they did not use their model for more general classifying task, but for 

detecting spam. With LDA-Random Forest model the precision and F1 value is 

near 99%. However, the spam email class is over predicted, because of the 

number of emails presented to the model. Therefore, it is considered that the 

high measure values cannot be used as conclusive arguments. Despite that, the 

overall results are rather similar to István, Szabó and Benczúr experiment. This 

suggests that similar approach of adding an additional pivoted tf-idf feature set 

could even further raise the classifier accuracy. 

Compared to the other works that tackled the more general classifying task as 

well the classifier performance is similar. The accuracy is in the same range and 

it differentiates between the users as observed in the other works (Crawford, 

Kay and McCreath, 2002). The great measure difference between the user sets 

makes conclusive comparison difficult, because there are not enough user sets 

to validate that the found average is valid and true for the classifier. The found 

difference may depend on the selected user sets. Comparing the best results 

only, the model performs poorer than other classifiers. Crawford, Kay and 

McCearth (2002) achieved accuracy of 94%, while this model has the best 

accuracy of 73% with additional information. 

How does the user-defined additional information affect the classifier 

accuracy? In this study, the user-defined information raise the classifier 

accuracy 15 pp. on average. Additionally, all other measures raises with 

additional information add-on. This shows that adding information raises the 
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classifier accuracy and strengthens the speculation that the users know 

themselves best what information is needed for the labelling. Therefore, the 

option to add additional information should be added to the classifier. 

6.5. Analysing the Hypothesis 

H1: The email LDA fingerprint model presentation with Random Forest 

classifier performance improves when increasing the topic number k. The 

Pearson test correlation coefficient value contradicts between user sets and the 

value is low, which indicates that there is no linear relationship. It means, that 

the classifiers performance does not improve when increasing the topic number 

k. 

H2: The classifier accuracy is same or better than other email classifiers. The 

classifier does not perform better than other classifier, but it falls into the same 

range. However, Crawford, Kay and McCreath (2002) have better average 

precision (59%) that exceeds the LDA-Random Forest classifier, while the latter 

has high overall accuracy. That suggest that the classifier is not better, nor it 

performs similarly. There is a great measure difference between user selected 

labels and users sets. It points that there is no conclusive evidence to reject nor 

accept the H2 based on the literature, because there was no marginal high nor 

low performance present with LDA-Random Forest classifier. Instead an 

additional experimentation is needed with fixed user sets on different classifiers 

to compare the classifier with other classifiers accurately. 

H3: The classifier performance improves when adding additional information. 

An average of 15 pp. raise is observed on the balanced measure. Similarly, it is 

observed that all the measurements raised its values. Therefore, H3 can be 

confirmed. 
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7. DISCUSSIONS 

7.1. Is the general classification task too general? 

It is apparent that the model performance depends highly on user-selected 

labels. The more general classification task is a wide area, which in theory, 

requires creating a classification tool that can detect infinitive number of 

different labels.  

The users need are different in email filing, and maybe instead of creating a 

more general classification tool, it would be more reasonable to concentrate on 

more concrete user groups and provide multiple specialised classifiers over one 

general one. 

As well, the additional information varies from user to user and there might be 

even more additional information that the user can think of. For example, 

automatically gathering description of conferences and adding them to the 

classifier could help the classifier to better detect which labels are "Interesting" 

for the users. With specialising into one user group, more concrete additional 

information gathering options could be given. 

7.2. About using bag-of-words 

The model struggle with similar text is partially caused because LDA converts 

the text into bag-of-words that removes all the semantics between the words. 

Logically, the model will struggle with labels that have similar words in them, if 

it removes the semantics. There are some cases, where commas, the order of 

words, prefixes are crucial for defining correct topic. With concrete example, the 
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model sees the following sentences identical: "This story is about a cat, not 

about a dog"; "This story is about a dog, not about a cat". This means that model 

will struggle with labels which emails have similar words and words distribution 

inside. 

7.3.  Future works 

How the people would react? One of the possible future works could be a user 

study that explores how the people react to the automatic email response 

systems. Can more general automated email response system save time (and 

money) in a sustainable way? 

More general user sets are needed. To make the general conclusion of the 

performance of the classifiers, better testing is needed. Apparently receiving 

such "general email label" user sets is problematic. Crawford, Kay and Mcreath 

had only 5 user sets. Segal and Kephart had 6, this thesis has two. It is 

considered not enough user sets for general conclusions. It would be useful to 

find more real-life user sets that are interested in general automatic email 

response system. Even more, different user profiles should be defined. 

Ducheneaut and Bellotti raised as well similar question and need "would it be 

possible to leverage a model of user's roles and organizational environment in 

the design of email clients?" 

Can the classifier be used with combination of other classifiers/feature-sets? 

István, Szabó and Benczúr (2008) explored different feature sets and found out 

that the best accuracy was the LDA with pivoted tf-idf. The same approach 

could be transferred into general email filing task and LDA-Random Forest 

classifier can be combined with other email feature selection methods.  

Assembling of classifiers. The literature shows that different classifiers perform 

differently on different users. It can be explored, if it is possible to create an 

assembly method that at first, would automatically test different classifiers on 

the sets, and select the most suitable classifier for the set. Alternatively, the 
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assemble method could use multiple classifiers and use the voting system for 

the end result. 

How the classifier compares to others email classifiers? Because of great 

measure difference between the user sets, hypothesis 2 needs future research 

and currently there is no conclusive evidence of how the model compares to 

other classifiers. 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8. CONCLUSIONS 

An average of the balanced accuracy around 50% is observed in the combined 

model with 15 pp. accuracy increase when adding additional information. The 

wide measure variance shows that the model is not stable and greatly depends 

on user-defined labels and on the emails.  

It is found that there is a contradiction between users’ correlation coefficient, 

therefore increasing the topic number k does not improve the classifier 

performance. As well, there is no conclusive evidence that the model is better or 

worse, because the performance of the LDA-Random Forest classifier is 

between the measurement range of other classifiers. However, it is shown that 

the performance increases when adding additional information. 

The model shows good results when the word selection varies between the 

selected labels, however the model struggles when email label sets are similar. 

This shows that the model is promising, however it cannot handle slightly 

different labels. 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10. APPENDICES: 
A.  Validity Threats 

External validity (Trautsch et al. 2016) (Wohlin et al. 2000)
Nam Relevant Mitigated Comment

Heavy reuse of 
data sets

Yes Yes The selected data for this study has not been used 
previously in any study.

Non-availability of 
data sets

Yes Yes The data sets are gathered from private persons and 
companies and the availability of the sets is checked 
prior to the experiment.

Non-availability of 
implementations

Yes Yes The thesis uses known open source model 
implementations and the model code is included in 
appendix for public use.

Small data sets Yes Yes The data sets are rather small (< 1000 emails) and 
only provided by the 2 users,  however, the sets are 
divided into 10 different set and an additional spam 
label is introduced in treatment 1 phase with 
additional 2000 emails.

Interaction of 
selection and 
treatment

Yes No The selected users, who provided datasets were not 
randomly chosen, but the people who had suitable 
data sets and were willing to provide them. 

Conclusion validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)

Nam Relevant Mitigated Comment

Low statistical 
power

Yes Yes The data is partitioned to increase the number of 
tests.

Violated 
assumptions of 
statistical tests

Yes Ye Kruskal-Wallis test is used to detect difference 
between the groups that supports both the normal 

and non-normal distributions.  
 

Fishing Yes Yes The researcher wishes to find a high classification 
rate for the model, as mush as any other researcher 
would like to, however there is no persona direct 

gain for "fishing".

Conclusion validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)
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Error rate Yes No Multiple measures are compared to each other, as 
well Kruskal-Wallis test is applied to all the 

measures on different settings. This means that there 
is a high change that the some of the measures will 

produce an error.

Reliability of 
measures

Yes Yes Instead of singular measure, various measures are 
used for the observation.

History Yes Yes The new topic model and prediction model is 
created each time, but only the topic probabilities 
and the final accuracy output is saved, and the states 
between the models are reset.

Conclusion validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)Conclusion validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)

Internal validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)

Nam Relevant Mitigated Comment

Selection Yes Yes 
(minorly)

The classified labels are defined by the email users 
and naturally the outcome depends of the selected 
labels. For mitigation, more than 1 dataset are used 

for the experiment.

Ambiguity about 
direction of casual 
influence

Yes Yes The variance between the groups can be cause by 
other, often unknown factors. For the mitigation a 

the experiment is used.

Construct validity (Wohlin et al. 2000)

Nam Relevant Mitigated Comment

Inadequate 
preoperational 
explication of 
constructs

Yes Yes Various measures are calculated, and the used 
measures are explicitly defined in the methods, so 
the methods will not attend to find a "better" 
classifier, but to describe the observations.

Confounding 
constructs and 
levels of constructs

Yes No The label may be depending on more factors than 
those that are present in the content of the email and 
within additional information.
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B. User 1’s data division. 

C. The Interview with CEO of AktsiaMaailm OÜ  6

Not English Other Product 
Information Spam Technical 

Assitance

% TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST TRAIN TEST

set 1 30 70 64 36 74 26 50 50 60 40

set 2 70 30 27 73 26 74 50 50 40 60
set 3 4 96 60 40 29 71 50 50 27 73

set 4 9 91 44 56 50 50 50 50 49 51
set 5 16 84 89 11 50 50 50 50 49 51

set 6 2 98 78 22 21 79 50 50 19 81
set 7 99 1 67 33 93 7 50 50 93 7

set 8 2 98 89 11 21 79 50 50 19 81
set 9 62 38 78 22 60 40 1 99 68 32

set 10 1 99 33 67 53 47 1 99 55 45

 For the further discussion about system usefulness, it was later on added, that the 6

system does not need to eliminate most of the human reply, but even if 10% of the 
emails would be successfully replied automatically instead of using human replies, it 
would be considered as a success.
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D. The measures of set 9: 
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E. The Balanced Accuracy measure between topics 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F. Kruskal-Wallis test between topics and seeds 

G. Kruskal-Wallis test between treatments 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H. All the measures between treatments 
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I. More detailed measures 

More exact values of measures before treatment (3rd row) and after treatment 1 

(1st row) & treatment 2 (2nd row) on the User 2’s dataset 

More exact values of measures before treatment (3rd row) and after treatment 1 

(2nd row) & treatment 2 (1st row) on the User 1’s dataset 
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J. The selected measures 

1. Sensitivity: Proportion of correctly identified "positive" labels 

2. Specificity: Proportion of correctly identified "negative" labels 

3. Prevalence: The true fraction of the positive labels 

4. Precision: The fraction of  successfully retrieved "positive" labels of all retrieved labels 

5. Negative prediction value: The fraction of  successfully retrieved "negative" labels of all 
retrieved labels 

6. F1:The weighted average of precision and recall 

7. Detection Rate: The fraction of detecting the "positive" label of all labels 

8. Detection Prevalence: The fraction of the positive labels 

9.  Balanced Accuracy: The average of sensitivity and specificity 

The formulas for the calculation are (Kuhn 2017): 

1. Sensitivity/Recall/True Positive Rate (TPR)  = TP/ (TP+ FN) 

2. True Negative Rate (TNR) /Specificity  = TN / (FP+TN) 

3. Precision     = TP / (TP+ FP) 

4. Prevalence (Pre)   = (TP+FN)/(TP+ FN+ FP+TN) 

5. Positive predictive value(PPV) = (TPR*Pre)/ ((TPR*Pre)+(1-TNR)(1-Pre))  7

6. Negative predictive value (NPV)  = (TNR*(1-Pre))/(1-TTR)(Pre)+(TNR)(1-Pre)) 

7. Detection Rate   = (TP)/(TP+ FN+ FP+TN) 

8. Detection Prevalence   = (TP + FP)/(TP+ FN+ FP+TN) 

9. Balanced Accuracy   = (TPR+ TNR)/2  

10.F1  = (1+beta2 ) ∗ PPV ∗TPR/ ((beta2 ∗ PPV) + recall),where beta=1 

The Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. The benefit of the test is it allows to compare 

more than 1 groups simultaneously and does not assume normal data 

distribution. 

The Boxplot. Box plots are the method of graphically display the data. It shows 

the minimum, maximum of all the data, quartiles, outliers and as well the 

median of the data. 

 The Precision and the PPV are the same measures. However, the PPV is derived 7

using the Bayes theorem.
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The measures are received using R’s caret library (Kuhn 2017) by the controller 

automatically, however the analysis is done with the statistical tools provided by 

R ("R: Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test" 2017, Kuhn 2017). 

K. The Code 

package lda_rf_model; 

import java.util.*; 
/** 
 *  
 * @author Marju Halmann 
 * 
 */ 
public class MainClass { 

 private static List<String> corpus; 
 private static String addinfo; 
 private static List<Integer> topics; 
 private static List<Integer> seeds; 

 public static ArrayList<String[]> document_names; 

 public static void main(String args[]) { 

  String corpus_test = null; 
  String corpus_train = null; 
  MainClass.addinfo = null; 
  int id = 1; 

  MainClass.topics = Arrays.asList(10); 
  MainClass.seeds = Arrays.asList(10); 
  MainClass.corpus = Arrays.asList("<add your corpuses here>"); 

  for (String corp : corpus) { 

   corpus_test = corp + "test"; 
   corpus_train = corp + "train"; 

   for (int topic : topics) { 
    // for simpler statistics 
    for (int seed : seeds) { 
     
System.out.println("Starting to create a lda-rf combined model on the following corpus: "); 
     if(addinfo!=null) 
      
System.out.println("with additional information on the location of "+addinfo); 
     
System.out.println("The used topics are "+topic); 
     
System.out.println("The used seed number is "+seed); 
     
System.out.println("Program is computing. Please wait..."); 

     Lda_rf_model 
model1 = null; 

     try { 
      model1 
= new Lda_rf_model(corpus_train, addinfo, topic, seed, id); 
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     } catch 
(InterruptedException e) { 
      // 
TODO Auto-generated catch block 
      
e.printStackTrace(); 
     } 

     try { 
      
model1.predict(corpus_test, addinfo); 
     } catch 
(InterruptedException e) { 
      // 
TODO Auto-generated catch block 
      
e.printStackTrace(); 
     } 

     id++; 
     
System.out.println(model1.seed); 
     
System.out.println(model1.getLda_loc()); 
     
System.out.println(model1.getConf()); 
    } 
   } 
  } 

 } 
} 

package lda_rf_model; 

import java.io.IOException; 

/** 
 *  
 * @author Marju Halmann 
 *  
 * 
 * Python2.7 that has been set with virtuallenv, includes libaries 
 * http://python-guide-pt-br.readthedocs.io/en/latest/dev/virtualenvs/ 
 * 
 * it includes the following: 
 *      nltk 
3.2.2 http://www.nltk.org 
 *      numpy 
1.12.1 http://www.numpy.org 
 *      gensim 
1.0.1 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/ 
 *      scipy 
0.19.0 https://www.scipy.org 
 * 
 */ 
public class Lda_rf_model { 

 // Python2.7 that has been set with virtuallenv, includes libaries 
 // http://python-guide-pt-br.readthedocs.io/en/latest/dev/virtualenvs/ 
 // it includes the following: 
 // nltk 3.2.2 http://www.nltk.org 
 // numpy 1.12.1 http://www.numpy.org 
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 // gensim 1.0.1 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/ 
 // scipy 0.19.0 https://www.scipy.org 

 // Pyhton location 
 private static final String python_dir = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/
final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/my_project/bin/python"; 
 private static final String python_LDA_TRAIN = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/
Dropbox/final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/pyhton_lda.py"; 
 private static final String python_LDA_TEST = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/
Dropbox/final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/pyhton_get_doc_lda.py"; 
 private static final String r_RF_TRAIN = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/
final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/r_rf_save.R"; 
 private static final String r_RF_TEST = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/
final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/r_rf_load.R"; 

 private String output_dir = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/final_thesis/
first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/lda"; 

 private String conf; 
 private String corpus; 
 private String rf_loc; 
 private String lda_loc; 
 private String lda_train_txt; 
 private String additional_info_txt; 

 int topic; 
 int seed; 
 int ID; 

 /** 
  *  
  * @param corpus   The given training 
corpus, assumes that desired classes for the classification are put into corresponding folder 
  * @param additional_info The comma separated file for additional 
information, where the first parameter is the full name of the email 
  * @param topic    The 
used topic number for the model building 
  * @param seed    The 
used seed for the model building 
  * @param ID    The desired id for the 
model (ie. ID=8 outputs rf_model8.rds) 
  * @throws InterruptedException  function uses .exec 
function, that might throw this exception  
  */ 
 public Lda_rf_model(String corpus, String additional_info, int topic, int seed, 
int ID) 
   throws InterruptedException { 
  this.conf = "topic_" + topic + "_seed_" + seed + "_trainingset_" + 
corpus"; 
  this.topic = topic; 
  this.seed = seed; 
  this.corpus = corpus; 
  this.additional_info_txt = additional_info; 
  this.ID = ID; 

  this.lda_train_txt = init_lda(this.corpus); 
  this.rf_loc = init_rf(this.lda_train_txt, this.additional_info_txt, 
this.seed,this.output_dir); 
  // Needs to be removed after init_lda is done 
 } 

 /** 
  *  
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  * @param corpus  The given training corpus, assumes 
that desired classes for the classification are put into corresponding folder  
  * @return 
  * @throws InterruptedException 
  */ 
 private String init_lda(String corpus) throws InterruptedException { 

  this.lda_loc = null; 

  Process lda_model = null; 

  String lda_train_txt = null; 
  String shell = python_LDA_TRAIN + " -t " + this.topic + " -s " + 
this.seed + " -c " + corpus + " -o " 
    + this.output_dir; 
  int exitVal=-1; 

  try { 
   lda_model = 
Runtime.getRuntime().exec(Lda_rf_model.python_dir + " " + shell); 
   lda_model.waitFor(); 
   exitVal = lda_model.exitValue(); 
    
   //TODO: add to script the return value with the lda 
training probailities location 
   //Currently I simply  
   lda_train_txt = "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/
final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/lda/training.txt"; 
   this.lda_loc=this.output_dir + "/lda.model"; 
   lda_model.destroy(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
   
  if(exitVal==0){ 
   System.out.println("The LDA model build was 
succesful using the script on the location: "+python_LDA_TRAIN); 
   System.out.println("The model is on location 
"+this.lda_loc);    
   System.out.println("The program will continue 
with creating randomforestmodel. Please wait ... "); 
   System.out.println(""); 

  } else{ 
   System.out.println("ERROR: The LDA build was 
not succesful using the script on the location: "+python_LDA_TRAIN); 
  } 

  return lda_train_txt; 
 } 

 /** 
  *  
  * @param lda_train_txt  The email-topic probability file. The 
file is comma separeted 
  * @param additional_info Comma seperated additional information file 
  * @param output_dir  The location folder for the final 
output 
  * @param seed    The 
used seed for the model 
  * @return 
  * @throws InterruptedException 
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  */ 
 public String init_rf(String lda_train_txt, String additional_info, int seed, String 
output_dir) throws InterruptedException { 

  Process prf = null; 
  String shell = null; 
  int i = this.ID; 
  int exitVal=-1;; 

  if (additional_info == null) { 
   shell = Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TRAIN + " -f " + 
lda_train_txt + " -o " + output_dir + " -s " + seed + " -i " 
     + i; 
  } else { 
   shell = Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TRAIN + " -f " + 
lda_train_txt + " -o " + output_dir + " -s " + seed + " -i " 
     + i + " -a " + 
additional_info; 
  } 

  try { 
   prf = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("Rscript " + 
shell); 
   prf.waitFor(); 
   exitVal = prf.exitValue(); 
   prf.destroy(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
   
  if(exitVal==0){ 
   System.out.println("The randomforest model build 
was succesful using the script on the location: "+Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TRAIN); 
   System.out.println("The program will continue 
with testing the rf-model. Please wait ... "); 
   System.out.println(""); 
  } else{ 
   System.out.println("ERROR: The randomforest 
build was not succesful using the script on the location: "+Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TRAIN); 
  } 

   
  // output via process 
  return (this.output_dir + "/rf_model" + i + ".rds"); 
 } 

 /** 
  *  
  * @param corpus   The given training corpus, assumes 
that desired classes for the classification are put into corresponding folder  
  * @param seed   The used seed for the 
model   
  * @param output_dir The output direction 
  * @param lda   The location of the ldamodel 
  * @return 
  * @throws InterruptedException 
  */ 
 private String lda_prob(String corpus, int seed, String output_dir, String lda) 
throws InterruptedException { 

  Process lda_train_csv = null; 
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  String shell = Lda_rf_model.python_LDA_TEST + " -s " + seed + 
" -c " + corpus + " -o " + output_dir + " -l " 
    + lda; 
  int exitVal=-1; 

  try { 
   lda_train_csv = 
Runtime.getRuntime().exec(Lda_rf_model.python_dir + " " + shell); 
   lda_train_csv.waitFor(); 
   exitVal = lda_train_csv.exitValue(); 
   lda_train_csv.destroy(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 

  if(exitVal==0){ 
   System.out.println("Reciving the topic probabilites 
was succesful for the given testing set:"); 
   System.out.println(corpus);    
   System.out.println("and using the following script: 
"+python_LDA_TEST); 
   System.out.println("and using the following 
ldamoel: "+lda); 
   System.out.println("The program will continue 
prediticion. Please wait ... "); 
   System.out.println(""); 
  } else{ 
   System.out.println("ERROR: Reciving the topic 
probabilites was NOT succesful for the given testing set:"); 
   System.out.println(corpus);    
   System.out.println("ndd using the following script: 
"+python_LDA_TEST); 
   System.out.println("and using the following 
ldamoel: "+lda);   
  } 

  return "/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/final_thesis/
first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/lda/testing.txt"; 
 } 

 /** 
  *  
  * @param corpus    The given training 
corpus, assumes that desired classes for the classification are put into corresponding folder  
  * @param additional_info The used additional information textfile 
  * @return 
  * @throws InterruptedException 
  */ 
 public String predict(String corpus, String additional_info) throws 
InterruptedException { 

  String lda_test_txt = lda_prob(corpus, this.seed, this.output_dir, 
this.lda_loc); 

  String rf_model = this.rf_loc; 
  Process prf = null; 
  String shell = null; 
  int exitVal=-1; 

  if (additional_info == null) { 
   shell = Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TEST + " -f " + 
lda_test_txt + " -o " + output_dir + " -r " + rf_model + " -c " 
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     + this.conf + " -s " + 
this.seed; 
  } else { 
   shell = Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TEST + " -f " + 
lda_test_txt + " -a " + additional_info + " -o " + output_dir 
     + " -r " + rf_model + " 
-c " + this.conf + " -s " + this.seed; 
  } 
  try { 

   prf = Runtime.getRuntime().exec("Rscript " + 
shell); 
   prf.waitFor(); 
   exitVal = prf.exitValue(); 
   prf.destroy(); 
  } catch (IOException e) { 
   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 
   e.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
   
  if(exitVal==0){ 
   System.out.println("Reciving the label prediticion 
was succesful for the given testing set:"); 
   System.out.println(corpus);    
   System.out.println("And using the following script: 
"+Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TEST); 
   System.out.println("The model creation was 
succesful and can be found in "+this.output_dir); 
   System.out.println("The name of the model is 
rf_model"+this.ID+".rds"); 
   System.out.println(""); 
  } else{ 
   System.out.println("ERROR: Reciving the label 
prediticion was NOT succesful for the given testing set:"); 
   System.out.println(corpus);    
   System.out.println("And using the following script: 
"+Lda_rf_model.r_RF_TEST); 
  } 
   
   
  return output_dir + "/results.csv"; 
 } 

 public String getConf() { 
  return this.conf; 
 } 

 public String getRf_loc() { 
  return this.rf_loc; 
 } 

 public String getLda_loc() { 
  return this.lda_loc; 
 } 

}  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L. The Executed Scripts: 

pyhton_get_doc_lda.py: 
#!/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/
my_project/bin/python 
#!/bin/bash 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
from nltk.stem.wordnet import WordNetLemmatizer 
import numpy as np 
import string 
import sys, getopt 
import os 
import gensim 
from gensim import corpora 
import glob 
import re 

#-------------main------------------- 
def main(argv): 

   ldamodel_loc = "" 
   corpus_dir = "" 
   output_dir = "" 
   seed = 0 
   try: 
      opts, args = getopt.getopt(argv,"hs:c:o:l:",["seed=","corpus=","output=","ldamodel="]) 
   except getopt.GetoptError: 
      print 'test.py -s <seed> -c <corpus> -o <output> -l <ldamodel>' 
      sys.exit(2) 
   for opt, arg in opts: 
      if opt == '-h': 
         print 'test.py -s <seed> -c <corpus> -o <output> -l <ldamodel>' 
         sys.exit() 
      elif opt in ("-l", "--ldamodel"):          
         ldamodel_loc= arg 
      elif opt in ("-c", "--corpus"): 
         corpus_dir = arg 
         #output_file 
      elif opt in ("-o", "--output"): 
         output_dir = arg 
      elif opt in ("-s", "--seed"): 
         try: 
            seed=int(arg) 
         except ValueError: 
            print("seed needs to be integer") 
            sys.exit() 
   #print 'ldamodel"', ldamodel_loc 
   #print 'corpus is "', corpus_dir 
   #print 'output is "', output_dir 
   #print 'seed is "', seed 
    
   ldamodel=gensim.models.ldamodel.LdaModel.load(ldamodel_loc)   
   #print(ldamodel.print_topics())  
   output=output_dir + "/testing.txt"   
   file=open(output,'wb') 
   file.write("label,emails,") 
   file.close() 
    
   #Part for topic names 
   for topic in ldamodel.print_topics(-1,1): 
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       file=open(output,'ab') 
       file.write(str(topic[0])+"_") 
       switch=False 
       for topic_name in topic[1]: 
          if topic_name=="\"": 
             switch=not switch 
          elif switch: 
             file.write(topic_name) 
        
       file.write(",") 
        
   file.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END) 
   file.truncate()         
   file.write('\n') 
   file.close()   

   #Currently assumes 2 level corpus 
   corpus = glob.glob(corpus_dir+"/*/*.txt")    
   #cleaning gte document & getting the document probabilities    
   listtoCSV( corpus, corpus_dir, output,ldamodel) 
    
#-------------end main------------------- 

#-------------clean function------------------- 
def clean(doc): 
    stop = set(stopwords.words('english')) 
    exclude = set(string.punctuation) 
    lemma = WordNetLemmatizer() 
    stop_free = " ".join([i for i in doc.lower().split() if i not in stop]) 
    punc_free = ''.join(ch for ch in stop_free if ch not in exclude) 
    normalized = " ".join(lemma.lemmatize(word) for word in punc_free.split()) 
    return normalized 
#-------------end clean ------------------- 

#Python function for creatin topic probability csv file 
def listtoCSV( corpus, corpus_dir, output,lda): 
    for files in corpus: 
        with open(files) as f: 
            data=f.read() 
            data=''.join(x for x in data if x.isalpha() or x==" ") 
            data=data.replace('  ', ' ') 
            data=data.replace('  ', ' ') 
            data = clean(data).split() 
            file=open(output,"ab") 
            doc_bow = lda.id2word.doc2bow(data) 
            filename=files.replace(corpus_dir,'') 
            filename=filename.replace(' ','_') 
            filename=filename.replace('.txt','') 
            filename=filename.replace('[^a-zA-Z0-9_]+','') 
            filename=filename.replace(',','') 
            label=filename.replace("/", "", 1) 
            label=re.sub("/.*","",label) 
            file.write(label+","+filename+",") 
            checklist = np.array(lda.get_document_topics(doc_bow,0),dtype='float16') 
            checklist = np.delete(checklist, np.s_[::2], 1)           
            np.savetxt(file, checklist,fmt="%1.5f",newline=',') 
            #because np.save text add extra, to the text 
            file.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END) 
            file.truncate() 
            file.write('\n') 
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#-------------end doc write------------------- 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
   main(sys.argv[1:]) 
   sys.exit() 
pyhton_lda.py: 
#!/Users/itsAmeMARJU/Dropbox/final_thesis/first_results/code/Data_Cleaning3/code/
my_project/bin/python 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 
from nltk.stem.wordnet import WordNetLemmatizer 
import numpy as np 
import string 
import sys, getopt 
import os 
import gensim 
from gensim import corpora 
import glob 
import fileinput 
import re 

#-------------main------------------- 
def main(argv): 
   topic_nr = 1 
   corpus_dir = '' 
   output_dir = '' 
   seed = 0 
   try: 
      opts, args = getopt.getopt(argv,"ht:s:c:o:",["topic_nr=","corpus_dir=","output="]) 
   except getopt.GetoptError: 
      print 'test.py -t <numberoftopics> -s <seed> -c <corpus_dir> -o <output>' 
      sys.exit(2) 
   for opt, arg in opts: 
      if opt == '-h': 
         print 'test.py -t <numberoftopics> -s <seed> -c <corpus_dir> -o <output>' 
         sys.exit() 
      elif opt in ("-t", "--topic_nr"):          
         try: 
            topic_nr= int(arg) 
         except ValueError: 
            print("topic_nr needs to be integer") 
            sys.exit() 
            #corpus_path/location 
      elif opt in ("-c", "--corpus"): 
         corpus_dir = arg 
         #output_file 
      elif opt in ("-o", "--output"): 
         output_dir = arg 
      elif opt in ("-s", "--seed"): 
         try: 
            seed=int(arg) 
         except ValueError: 
            print("seed needs to be integer") 
            sys.exit() 
   #print 'The number of topics"', topic_nr 
   #print 'corpus is "', corpus_dir 
   #print 'output is "', output 
   #print 'seed is "', seed 
    
   doc_clean = read_corpus( corpus_dir) 
   dictionary = corpora.Dictionary(doc_clean) 
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   doc_term_matrix = [dictionary.doc2bow(doc) for doc in doc_clean] 
    
   Lda = gensim.models.ldamodel.LdaModel 
   np.random.seed(seed) 
   ldamodel = Lda(doc_term_matrix, num_topics=topic_nr, id2word = dictionary, passes=50) 
   #print(ldamodel.print_topics(num_topics=topic_nr, num_words=3)) 
   ldamodel.save(output_dir+'/lda.model') 
    
   print(output_dir+'/lda.model') 
    
   listtoCSV( corpus_dir, output_dir, ldamodel, dictionary) 
#-------------end main------------------- 

#-------------clean function------------------- 
def clean(doc): 

    doc=''.join(x for x in  doc if x.isalpha() or x==" ") 
    doc=doc.replace('  ', ' ') 
    doc=doc.replace('  ', ' ') 
    doc=doc.lower() 
     
    stop = set(stopwords.words('english')) 
    exclude = set(string.punctuation) 
    lemma = WordNetLemmatizer() 
     
    stop_free = " ".join([i for i in doc.lower().split() if i not in stop]) 
    punc_free = ''.join(ch for ch in stop_free if ch not in exclude) 
    normalized = " ".join(lemma.lemmatize(word) for word in punc_free.split()) 
    return normalized 
#-------------end clean ------------------- 

#Python function for creatin topic probability csv file 

def listtoCSV( corpus_dir, output_dir,ldamodel,dictionary): 

   output=output_dir+"/training.txt"   
   file=open(output,'wb') 
   file.write("label,emails,") 
   file.close() 
    
   #Part for topic names 
   for topic in ldamodel.print_topics(-1,1): 
       file=open(output,'ab') 
       file.write(str(topic[0])+"_") 
       switch=False 
       for topic_name in topic[1]: 
          if topic_name=="\"": 
             switch=not switch 
          elif switch: 
             file.write(topic_name) 
        
       file.write(",") 
        
   file.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END) 
   file.truncate()          
   file.write('\n') 
   file.close() 
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   file=open(output,"ab") 
   corpus = get_corpus_list( corpus_dir) 
     
   for files in corpus: 
      with open(files) as f: 
         filename=files.replace(corpus_dir,'') 
         filename=filename.replace(' ','_') 
         filename=filename.replace('.txt','') 
         filename=filename.replace('[^a-zA-Z0-9_]+','') 
         filename=filename.replace(',','') 
          
         label=filename.replace("/", "", 1) 
         label=re.sub("/.*","",label) 
         file.write(label+","+filename+",") 

         data_text=f.read() 
         data_text = clean(data_text) 
         doc_bow= dictionary.doc2bow(data_text.split()) 

          
         checklist = np.array(ldamodel.get_document_topics(doc_bow,0),dtype='float16')  
         checklist = np.delete(checklist, np.s_[::2], 1) 
         np.savetxt(file, checklist,fmt="%1.5f",newline=',') 
         file.seek(-1, os.SEEK_END) 
         file.truncate() 
         file.write('\n') 
      f.close() 
   print(output)   
       
#-------------end listtoCSV------------------- 

#Python function create corpus list 
def get_corpus_list( corpus_dir): 
    corpus = glob.glob(corpus_dir+"/*/*.txt")       
    return corpus 
#-------------end doc write------------------- 

#Python function for creating the complete cleaned coprus for lda 
def read_corpus( corpus_dir): 
    corpus = get_corpus_list( corpus_dir) 
    data=[] 
    for files in corpus: 
        with open(files) as f: 
            data_text=f.read() 
            data_text = clean(data_text).split() 
            data.append(data_text) 
        f.close() 
             
    return data 
#-------------end doc write------------------- 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
   main(sys.argv[1:]) 
   sys.exit() 
r_rf_save.R 
#!/usr/bin/env Rscript 

#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/optparse/optparse.pdf 
library("optparse") 
#http://topepo.github.io/caret/index.html 
require(caret) 
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#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lattice/index.html 
require(lattice) 
#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html 
require(ggplot2) 
#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/index.html 
require(randomForest) 
  
option_list = list( 
  make_option(c("-f", "--file"), type="character", default=NULL, help="dataset file fullpath", 
metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-a", "--addinfo"), type="character", default=NULL, help="additional dataset 
file fullpath", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-o", "--out"), type="character", default="out.txt",help="output file name 
[default= %default]", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-s", "--seed"), type="integer", default=1,help="output file name [default= 
%default]", metavar="integer"), 
  make_option(c("-i", "--index"), type="integer", default=1,help="output file name [default= 
%default]", metavar="integer") 
);  

main <- function() { 
  
 opt_parser = OptionParser(option_list=option_list); 
 opt = parse_args(opt_parser); 

 if (is.null(opt$file) || is.null(opt$out) ){ 
  print_help(opt_parser) 
  stop("At least one argument must be supplied (input file).n", 
call.=FALSE) 
 } 
 dataset <- NULL 
  
  
 if (is.null(opt$addinfo)){ 
  dataset <- read.csv(opt$file, header= TRUE) 
 } else { 
  dataset <- read.csv(opt$file, header= TRUE) 
  dataset1 <- read.csv(opt$addinfo, header= TRUE) 
  dataset <- merge(dataset, dataset1, by=c("emails")) 
 } 

 dataset$emails <- NULL 
 name <- paste("/rf_model", opt$index, sep = "") 
 name <- paste(name, ".rds", sep = "") 

 set.seed(opt$seed) 
 out<- paste(opt$out, name, sep = "") 
 rf_model <- train(label~., data=dataset,method="rf", 
trControl=trainControl(method="cv",number=100), prox=TRUE, allowParallel=TRUE) 
 print(rf_model) 
 saveRDS(rf_model, out) 
} 

if(!interactive()) { 
    main() 
    quit()  
} 

r_rf_load.R: 
#!/usr/bin/env Rscript 

#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/optparse/optparse.pdf 
library("optparse") 
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#http://topepo.github.io/caret/index.html 
require(caret) 
#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lattice/index.html 
require(lattice) 
#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html 
require(ggplot2) 
#https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/index.html 
require(randomForest) 

#The option list that are required for the java code  
option_list = list( 
  make_option(c("-f", "--file"), type="character", default=NULL, help="fullpath of the dataset 
file", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-a", "--addinfo"), type="character", default=NULL, help="fullpath of the 
dataset file", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-o", "--out"), type="character", default="out.txt", help="output directory 
[default= %default]", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-r", "--rf_loc"), type="character", default=NULL, help="fullpath of the 
Random Forest model", metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-c", "--conf"), type="character", default=NULL, help="configuration", 
metavar="character"), 
  make_option(c("-s", "--seed"), type="integer", default=42,help="output file name [default= 
%default]", metavar="integer") 
);  

main <- function() { 
 # Passing the given values to the script  
 opt_parser = OptionParser(option_list=option_list); 
 opt = parse_args(opt_parser); 

 if (is.null(opt$file) || is.null(opt$out) ){ 
  print_help(opt_parser) 
  stop("-r <saved model (.rds)> -f <file location with lda topic 
probabilites> -o <output location>  -a additional info (optional) -c <conf>", call.=FALSE) 
 } 
 dataset <- NULL 
  
  
 if (is.null(opt$addinfo)){ 
  dataset <- read.csv(opt$file, header= TRUE) 
 } else { 
  dataset <- read.csv(opt$file, header= TRUE) 
  dataset1 <- read.csv(opt$addinfo, header= TRUE) 
  dataset <- merge(dataset, dataset1, by=c("emails")) 
 } 
 rf_loc<- paste(opt$rf_loc) 
 #loading the given randomforest model 
 model <- readRDS(rf_loc) 
 #predicting the outucome using given testset 
 set.seed(opt$seed)  
 dataset$predict <- predict(model, dataset) 
 #adding the ldamodel 
 dataset$rf <- paste(opt$rf_loc)  
 out <- paste(opt$out, "/results.csv", sep = "")  
 dataset <- subset(dataset, select = c(rf,emails,label,predict)) 
 dataset$conf <- paste(opt$conf) 
 #creating the results file  
 write.table(dataset, file = out, append = TRUE, quote = TRUE, sep = ",", eol = 
"\n", na = "NA", dec = ".",row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE, qmethod = c("escape", 
"double"), fileEncoding = "UTF-8") 
 #Creatin using confusion matrix 
 result <- confusionMatrix(dataset$predict, dataset$label) 
 #extracting the measures values from confusion matrix 
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 result <- t(data.frame(cbind(t(result$byClass)))) 
 result <- cbind(result, paste(opt$conf))  
 #saving the output 
 out <- paste(opt$out, "/res.txt", sep = "")  
 write.table(result, file = out, append = TRUE, quote = TRUE, sep = ",", eol = "\n", 
na = "NA", dec = ".",row.names = TRUE, col.names = FALSE, qmethod = c("escape", "double"), 
fileEncoding = "UTF-8") 

} 

if(!interactive()) { 
    main() 
    quit()  
} 

M. The Scan of the Approval of Request to Publish Emails
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